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[See rule 61(1)]

Licence to sell, stock or exhibit or offer for sale, or distribute by wholesale, Drugs other than those

specified in Schedules C, C(I) and X

1. LUCKNOW SPECIALITY PHARMA   ( Partner  :   JITENDRA KUMAR MISHRA) is hereby licensed to sell,

stock [or offer] or offer for sale, or distribute] by wholesale drugs other than those specified in [Schedules C, C(1)

and X] on the premises situated at OFFICE NO. 207, 2nd Floor,TOWER-11, IBB-2,FELIX SQUARE, SUSHANT

GOLF CITY, SULTANPUR ROAD,PO- SUSHANT GOLF CITY, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh,226030 subject to the

conditions specified below and to the provisions of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940, and the Rules thereunder.

2.The licence unless sooner suspended or cancelled, shall remain valid perpetually. However, the compliance with

the conditions of licence and the provisions of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 (23 of 1940) and the Drugs and

Cosmetics Rules, 1945 shall be assessed not less than once in three years or as needed as per risk based

approach. 

3.The sale shall be made under the personal supervision of a competent person. (Name of the competent person.)

 

Name Qualification WorkRole Registration No

JITENDRA KUMAR

MISHRA

Graduation Competent Person

Vikas Tiwari B.Pharma Pharmacist 87375

4. Categories of drugs   Drugs other than those specified in Schedules C, C(I) and X

Date : 08/10/2022

Licence No: UP3220B004878

Brijesh Yadav

Licensing Authority
Conditions of Licence

1.This licence shall be displayed in a prominent place in part of the premises open to the public.

2.The licensee shall comply with the provisions of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 and the Rules thereunder for the time being

in force.

3.(i) No drug shall be sold unless such drug is purchased under a cash or credit memo from a duly licensed dealer or a duly

licensed manufacturer.

(ii) No sale of any drug shall be made to a person not holding the requisite [licence to sell, stock or exhibit for sale, or distribute]

the drug. Provided that the condition shall not apply to the sale of any drug to—

(a) an officer or authority purchasing on behalf of Government, or

(b) a hospital, medical, educational or research institution or a registered medical practitioner for the purpose of supply to his

patients, or

(c) a manufacturer of beverages, confectionery biscuits and other non-medicinal products, where such drugs are required for

processing these products.

4. ***

5.The licensee shall inform the Licensing Authority in writing in the event of any change in the constitution of the firm operating

under the licence. Where any change in the constitution of the firm takes place, the current licence shall be deemed to be valid for

a maximum period of three months from the date on which the change takes place unless, in the meantime, a fresh licence has

been taken from the Licensing Authority in the name of the firm with the changed constitution.

JITENDRA MISHRA JITENDRA KUMAR

MISHRA

Vikas Tiwari

Note: This licence is valid till 07/10/2027. The licence holder should deposit retention

fee to extend validity of the licence on or before this date.

Digitally signed by
BRIJESH KUMAR
YADAV
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